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THE FEMINISM OF ROSAMOND LEHMANN’S
NOVELS
Harriet Blodgett
California State University, Stanislaus
In 1942, when Twentieth Century Authors magisterially
 
pronounced of popular novelist Rosamond Lehmann “her work is
 unmistakably that of a woman”1—ambiguous praise at the time—her
 reputation as a novelist was secure. By the 1980s, however, she had
 become a virtual unknown so that Virago
 
Press, which aims to recover  
the lost voices of female attainment, reissued her seven novels, except
 for the first one, Dusty Answer (1927), and the sixth, The Echoing
 Grove (1953). Virago brought out A Note in Music (1930),
 
Invitation  
to the Waltz (1932) and 
its
 sequel The Weather in the Streets (1936),  
The Ballad and 
the
 Source (1944) and its sequel A Sea-Grape Tree  
(1976).2 Thus was redeemed from critical obscurity a talented writer
 often in advance
 
of her times in her discerning portrayals of middle-calss  
women. Already present in her books of the twenties and thirties are
 issues and relationships whose neglect in the English novel the
 resurgent women’s movement of the sixties would later deplore. Her
 version of female reality includes insights into the patriarchal process
 that were yet to have popular currency when most of the books were
 written. Yet Lehmann’s novels, which reflect the ebb and flow of
 feminist thought among intelluctuals during and shortly after the
 interwar era, also insidiously take back with one hand what they give
 with the other, and by the time of
 
her final novel, A Sea-Grape Tree,  
she clearly anticipates 
the 
retrenchment in feminist thinking that would  
emerge in the eighties. Thus she provides a salutary reminder of the
 strain of conservatism in female English thought against which
 liberation movements have
 
always had to struggle.
More faithful to the true range of female connections than the
 English novel historically has been, Lehmann writes of women in
 terms of
 
female as well as of male relationships. The bonds between  
mothers and daughters 
and,
 even more, the ties and tensions between  
sisters fascinate her. The
 
companionable intimacy, yet rivalry,  between  
seventeen-year-old Olivia and her elder sister Kate, for example, who
 attend their first ball together with varying experiences for each,
 underpins the early novel Invitation to the Waltz, Olivia’s social
 coming-of-age story. Their sisterhood elicits significant scenes in the
 book’s successor, The Weather in the Streets, as Olivia, now twenty
­seven, endeavors to assimilate the blow of her illicit pregnancy by
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observing Kate’s contented adjustment to motherhood. Adult Olivia,
 
by now separated
 
from her husband, even has a fleeting  perception that  
her marriage may have been a less momentous stage in her emotional
 history than favorite childhood activities shared with sister Kate and
 sometimes a female friend—“All that was important: had made an
 experience of emotion more complex, penetrating and profound, yes,
 than getting married” (129). Under different names, the two sisters
 reappear in The Echoing Grove, where, as Dinah and Madeleine, her
 elder, both love and 
are
 loved  by the same man, Madeleine’s husband,  
Rickie. Estranged
 
for  fifteen years, after his death the sisters first meet  
at their mother’s deathbed, then become reconciled, even resume the
 intimacy of “
the
 old schoolroom days, the salad days of suitors” (288)  
because
 
their affection for each other runs deeper  than their rivalry for a  
man.
Lehmann also acknowledges lesbian relationships as well as
 
heterosexual 
ones
 in her bildungsroman Dusty Answer, so that it limns  
a fuller picture of emotional development than does the conventional
 girl-meets-boy-meets-life. Its Judith not only grows 
up
 into variously  
unsatisfying loves of three yo ng men, especially Roddy, who 
is brutally callous to her; she also becomes entranced by a vibrant fellow
­student at Cambridge, Jennifer, the focal point of her life at school.
 When Jennifer, having adjured Judith to love no other, nonetheless
 betrays Judith’s adoration to indulge in a more physical affair with a
 spiritually crude Geraldine, Judith despairs as intensely as over losing
 Roddy and maybe
 
even more so.
Lehmann’s plots, moreover, not only recognize specifically female
 crisis points in
 
life, such as childbirth and abortion; they dramatize such  
scenes of stress in The Weather in the Streets and The Echoing Grove.
 The latter novel, much of which is flashback, also sets 
its
 present time  
in its main characters’ middle age, thus acknowledging that female
 middle age brings its own problems, as meaningful for fictional
 depiction as the charms of youth. (In their forties, both Dinah, whose
 husband went off to die in the Spanish Civil War, and Madeleine are
 widowed, and Madeleine has been jettisoned by 
her 
lover for a younger  
woman.) Finally, as will be demonstrated shortly, Lehmann also sees
 how marriage makes harsh demands on female individuality
 
and that not  
all women thrive on maternity. All of this could be fiction of the late
 sixties or the seventies, even if none of it is.
Nonetheless, Lehmann could scarcely be called a consciousness
­
raiser, for her novels are all directed to women in love, or on its
 threshhold or rebounding 
from
 it, and they assume  that love of a  man is  
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the main business of female life. (Granted they usually have no
 
illusions about how that love may work out for women; her
 sympathetic women are shown to be emotionally abused by
 
boyfriends,  
lovers, or husbands.) Moreover, her women in love customarily let
 men control the relationship. The labeled lesbians, always minor
 characters, are usually caricatures; strident and stupid like Jennifer’s
 conqueror Geraldine in Dusty Answer or ugly and treacherous like
 Dinah’s friend Corrigan in The Echoing Grove, who reveals Dinah’s
 affair with Rickie to wife Madeleine with predictable consequences.
 Jennifer herself 
is
 feckless. Only Maisie of A Sea-Grape Tree, a  
secondary character who
 
has eschewed men—though  not without taking  
care to provide herself with a love-child
 
first—is tolerable. She is also  
the only character, primary or secondary, to be a successful career
 woman: a gynecologist. Lehmann does not traffic in career women,
 though some of her women hold random jobs to support themselves.
 She 
may
 grant Judith of Dusty Answer her achievement in emotional  
maturing when Judith finally perceives herself 
“
rid at last of the  
weakness, the futile obsession of dependence on other people” (348),
 but it 
is
 more independence than she vouchsafes her other heroines. Her  
books come perilously close, moreover, to indulging in a mystique of
 fertility, even if they allow characters abortions as a practical necessity.
 
In
 her convictions, as in her fictional techniques, Lehmann is finally a  
traditionalist rather
 
than a rebel or an innovator, whose constant answer  
to the disillusionments of the interwar years is, Let women seek
 meaning through male-female love 
and
 maternity.
Her prevailing theme prior to her last novel is a familiar one:
 repeatedly her major characters, often but not
 
always youthful to begin  
with, suffer a 
loss
 of illusion about love and accept reality for what it  
irremediably is. The prose, nuanced and image-laden, and the vision of
 nature are romantic; the
 
point of view urged upon the characters is not.  
Even
 
her melodramatic and  fanciful late novel  The Ballad and the Source  
finally insists on reality first. Its exotic and wish-fulfilling sequel, A
 Sea-Grape Tree, however, is another matter: an unbashed romantic’s
 novel in which innocence and true love triumph and spiritualism
 works.3 Least of all her books 
is
 it a feminist  novel.
Lehmann started out more realistically, however, and even
 feministically. 
In
 her  early novels, she sometimes overtly characterizes  
the social context she provides for her females as a patriarchy that
 begrudges women full status. Intellectual girls like Judith of Dusty
 Answer, for example, know that they should hide their brains before
 young men lest they invite “mockery or distrust...of a girl...trying to
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appear clever” (83). Female
 
minds  may be tolerated by English culture,  
but they are not taken seriously; 
as
 Judith realizes, “Under its  
politeness,” Cambridge “disliked and distrusted her and all other
 females” (347). On the whole, however,
 
Lehmann simply  recapitulates  
the historical reality. She depicts a society in which women are
 expected
 
to marry rather than compete  with men, even if they may need  
to support themselves and even if they are intellectually or otherwise
 gifted. Their mothers worry if daughters do not marry or if their
 marriages sour. The women themselves ordinarily expect to marry, or
 if not, at least to establish an amatory male relationship. Those who
 do not succeed in finding a suitable man, like minor character Miss
 Robinson trapped in aging virginity in Invitation to the Waltz and its
 sequel, may go quietly mad. Olivia’s parents in Invitation have
 assented that
 
“all young girls should be fitted  for a career” even if their  
daughter Kate’s career “remained
 
by tacit consent unspecified” (64)—  
which means that they 
do
 not worry if talented Kate has no career  
ambitions because the aim is only to keep females occupied until 
they marry. Olivia herself, though looking forward to Oxford, will never
 actively pursue a career but rather, as The Weather in the Streets
 resumes her story, marry on graduation, separate from her husband, and
 enter 
into
 an  affair. She thinks vaguely of becoming a writer, but never  
can turn her energies seriously to doing so.
Yet if Lehmann envisions female happiness and fulfillment as
 requiring male
 
participation, in her  thirties’ novels she at least suspects, 
via alter ego main characters like Olivia, that dependence on 
males
 may  
also attenuate female lives. Olivia has a fleeting perception that her
 reliance on
 
love is destructive to her selfhood:
I did try to write now and then, I got about half a
 
sketch done, but I kept losing my way in it; and the
 listening and waiting interfered. A person in my state
 can’t work....Oh! sometimes I wish...I could be free again,
 able 
to
 belong to myself....The burden is too heavy,  
there’s hardly 
a
 moment to fit in the happiness of  
loving....And I would like to 
do
 something definite with  
my life.... (203)
It even seems to her that sister Kate, by now happily married to a
 
doctor and with four sturdy children, has lost out on 
something:
 “One  
saw her life running, peacefully, unsensationally now on its course,
 right on to 
the
 end: and why did this make one want to cry? Kate isn’ t 
wasted. But there should have been something else,...” (258).
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However, Olivia’s suspicion that love is captivity and a happy marriage
 
boring 
is
 not inherited by other characters because, for Lehmann, the  
problem lies in Olivia rather than in love and marriage. Olivia 
is
 the  
enthusiast who loves not wisely, but too well, and who projects her
 own desire for excitement onto
 
Kate.
Lehmann’s women who indulge in long-term affairs, like Olivia or
 Dinah and Madeleine of The Echoing Grove
 
or Rebecca of A Sea-Grape  
Tree, are betrayed by their lovers in the end, who take love less
 seriously than the women who adore them. Ten years after Invitation
 to the Waltz, having separated from the weak-natured young poet she
 married too young, Olivia of The Weather in the Streets enters into an
 affair with the now-married scion of
 
the manor, Rollo, whom she met  
briefly at the ball and 
who 
claims to be  estranged from his wife. In fact  
he impregnates her at the same time as he does Olivia, with whom he
 cavalierly expects to continue his relationship, whenever it 
so
 pleases  
him. Olivia, however wounded, complies, a willing participant in her
 own destruction.
But marriage may be costlier yet, according to A Note in Music,
 
focused on two unhappy marriages amid the gray environment of a
 provincial northern manufacturing city. Alienated from her emotions,
 Grace, the more important wife, at thirty-four is settled into an inert
 routine as wife of a stolid
 
middle-aged office manager, Tom. Until her  
baby died, the marriage stimulated her because at least T felt
 
important  
and
 
proud, being a married woman, and I determined to help Tom get  
on’ (247), but by now, ten years later, childless and imprisoned in an
 urban environment she detests, she has lost all drive to do or be, for
 “After all, one can never get away 
from
 one’s husband. One asserted  
one’s personal importance with such extravagant anxiety, saying to
 oneself: Tn spite of outward bondage I 
am
 free.’ But it was not so.  
The 
edges
 got worn away, and independence  slithered out” (250). Critic  
Diana LeStourgeon objects to Grace’s laziness of spirit—“it
 
is not life  
but herself
 
that has defeated Grace. She deserves her life, and one no  
longer cares much waht happens to her.”4 Grace’s more perceptive
 creator knows how powerful 
the
 force of attrition is in marriage for  the  
partner who is expected always to subordinate
 
her own preferences, from  
how to wear her hair (which Tom will not
 
let her bob) to where to live  
and
 
how to be.
Grace knows a brief burst of excitement when glamorous (to her)
 young 
Hugh,
 the boss’s nephew, comes temporarily to work for Tom’s  
firm and pays her some attention; she even stages a rebellion of
 
a sort  
by demanding a vacation alone in the countryside. She then resumes
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her marriage where she left off. Grace’s contemporary and friend,
 
Norah, is mother of two young sons and wed to an irascible professor
 who exercises his moods on her equable 
nature.
 Thus she knows all the  
joys of an “ordinary domesticated female” (53), until Hugh’s visit also
 stirs her up so that
she...wanted 
to
 have rest from this perpetual crumbling of  
the edges, this shredding out of one’s personality upon
 minute obligations and responsibilities. She wanted, even
 for a few moments, to feel her own identity peacefully
 floating apart from them all, confined and dissolved within
 a shell upon which other people’s sensibilities made no
 impression. But this was not possible, never for a second,
 in one’s own home. (52-53)
Nonetheless, though Hugh’s advent
 
improves her  relationship with her  
husband (old conflicts are aired and resolved), she considers it her
 obligation to accede to the demands of her “vampire family,” especially
 those of a husband who can “drain her to sustain
 
himself’ (52).
But although Lehmann writes realistically about these two
 pedestrian marriages, her vision of female generative abilities shows
 that she is no female Arnold Bennett. She is a vitalist, for whom the
 universe 
is
 sustained by a natural energy which flows through all  
organic 
life;
 human and  nonhuman, natural processes proclaim its force  
and bespeak the spiritual ground of existence. As Grace perceives, “
In the 
wind,
 something more bodiless than flame flickered and ran over the  
green grain and 
the 
blond. The spirit moved upon the face of the com”  
(194). Imperfect vessel of that spirit, Grace never forgives herself for
 her stillborn child, and after even her puppy dies, she 
is
 certain that  
whatever she touches will wither. However, when she finally asserts
 herself against her husband to demand her solitary vacation, in the
 natural setting she temporarily 
regains
 her sense of independent selfhood  
and worth. After she rescues a young 
sparrow
 that survives to rejoin its 
kind, she feels
 
redeemed. Yet just before she leaves the country, “at the  
fullness of the year, the pregnant pause before the treasure 
is
 spilt,” she  
discovers that the bird has actually fallen from her window and died so
 that again “There was no winged life existing through her care” (227).
 Upon this grim self-reminder of her infertility, her quest
 
for a personal  
identity despite her wifely role becomes stillborn too. Grace gives up
 her fleeting sense of regained identity as a creative force in a universe
 charged with meaning, to subordinate herself once again to her
 husband’s wishes and world:
6
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Nothing would be nothing now, instead of the illusory
 
expectation of the whole fullness of life: as if herself were
 great with all creation. Never again would she be
 dissolved, poured through the universe with the
 insubstantial elements of light and colour, reunited with the
 component forces of vital energy....The perpetual I want,
 creeping and coiling across her life in 
a
 harsh and dirty  
growth, like ivy, little by little would choke the living
 pores.... (297)
True,
 Lehmann acknowledges that childbearing and  motherhood do  
not necessarily irradiate female existence. Giving birth need not always
 be the experience that validates one’s being. Minor character Marigold
 of The Weather in 
the
 Streets, Rollo’s married postdeb sister who is 
bored with her easy life and disappointing husband, has had two
 children, but bearing them does not fill the void
 
that makes her feel as  
if she ‘weren’t real’: ‘I thought having babies would cure me: it’s one
 of the few things you can’t pretend about all the way through.
 However prettily and unsickly you start, you’re jolly well for it in the
 end. But I don’t know....It turned out to be another sort of dream’
 (101). Nor does Lehmann pretend that all women want to be mothers
 or will warm to their children once bom. Judith Earle’s mother in
 Dusty Answer 
is
 so dependent on male validation of her worth that she  
rejects 
her
 own female child:
She had always, thought Judith, seemed to move surrounded
 
by men who paid her compliments. She had no women
 friends that you could remember. She remarked now and
 then, how much she disliked women; and Judith had felt
 herself included in the condemnation. She had never been
 pleased 
to
 have a daughter: only a handsome son would  
have been any good to her. (221-222)
Yet it does not require male identification to block maternal feeling.
 
Judith with reason perceives Mariella of the same novel as “a childless
 person by nature....to the creature...[her body] had brought forth her
 unmaternal spirit bore no relationship” (64). Although Mariella
 professes having come to love her
 
unwanted child, she feels inadequate  
in his presence and dislikes his company, rationalizing, ‘I do think it’s
 much better for a child to learn to play by himself, don’t you?’ 
(239). These women are all, however, either querulously unhappy women, as
 in Marigold and Mariella, or manifestly unpleasant ones, as in Mrs.
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Earle. One is reminded of Lehmann’s treatment of lesbians. While
 
Lehmann acknowledges the existential truth that not all women thrive
 on their biology, she necessarily mistrusts the
 
ones who do not.
For Lehmann herself, judging by her novels, the
 
female  generative  
ability that is
 
proof of  women’s greater closeness to the untrammeled  
source of all
 
being, has profound  spiritual significance. It  might be  her  
own voice speaking
 
as Dinah’s mother in The  Echoing Grove, who has  
“declared more than once in the bosom of her family that every woman
 had the
 
right to have a  child” (94). But social  pressures preclude such  
free creativity for middle-class women so that ordinarily women like
 Olivia of The Weather in the Streets, if they find themselves illicitly
 pregnant, “trapped, subjected to the common risks
 
and consequences of  
female humanity” (238), as she laments to herself, resent their
 condition, “nothing to...[Nature’s] creidt....more spiteful than God”
 (299). Olivia actually longs to have a child and fantasizes rearing it
 herself in a cottage surrounded by flowers. But she has a literally
 nauseating pregnancy
 
to counter her idyllic images and a sense of social  
reality 
as
 well so that she soon welcomes abortion: “I can be human  
and have thoughts again” (301), she exults afterwards, repudiating her
 enslavement
 
to biological process. Meanwhile, however, Lehmann has  
her own comment to make on the subject, through the photograph on
 the abortionist’s 
desk,
 a self-image he views with pride just after he has  
initiated Olivia’s miscarriage: “a man in waders, with a tweed hat,
 holding 
up
 a dead salmon” (292). He is a destroyer of life (the fish  
symbol is apposite), and a man—whose pleasures, as he rejoices, are
 allowed
 
to bear fruit,  whereas hers  are not:
“Biggest I ever landed, he was: thirty-pounder. Game old
 
boy too: gave me the tussle of my life. Played him for
 four hours. Between you and me I thought I’d pass out
 before he did.” (292)
Dinah of The Echoing Grove, because she 
is
 fearless  of society, glories  
in the birth of her illegitimate child (conveniently still born so the
 social problem is solved). Likewise Maisie of A Sea-Grape Tree
 rejoices in her love-child—which, significantly, Lehmann insists she
 must have as well as a career.
Lehmann’s vitalism is articulated most directly by Sibyl Anstey
 
Jardine of her most widely known novel, The Ballad and the 
Source,
 set  
retrospectively in 1912-1917, when Rebecca, the book’s present-time
 narrator, at ten years old first came to know this bewitching neighbor,
 once her grandmother’s friend. Justifying her symbolic name of
 
wise  
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woman and nature goddess, Sibyl solemnly informs impressionable
 
young Rebecca
 
of “The fount of life—the source, the quick spring that  
rises in illimitable depths of darkness....It is what we feel mounting in
 us when we say: ‘I know! I love! I am!’” (97). The life energy, the
 source of creativity, that is, animates psychic, not just biologic
 functioning. Sibyl couples this paean to the source with a rousing
 statement of Edwardian feminism—but it is 1960-70s feminism
as well:
“Sometimes...the source is vitiated, choked. Then
 
people live frail, wavering lives, their roots cut off from
 what should nourish them. This is what happens 
to
 people  
when love is betrayed—murdered....One day, Rebecca,
 women will be able 
to
 speak to men—speak out the truth,  
as equals, not 
as
 antagonists, or as creatures without  
independent moral rights—pieces of men’s property,
 owned, used and despised. It may begin to be so in your
 lifetime. What am I saying?—it has begun. When you are
 a woman...living, as I hope and believe you will live, a
 life in which all your functions and capacities are used and
 none frustrated, spare a thought for Sibyl Anstey. Say:
 ‘She helped to win this for me.’” (97)
The remember-me motif recurs in A Sea-Grape Tree (86), in which the
 
now dead Sibyl 
is
 a revenant still proud of her feminist past. At the  
time of The Ballad, Rebecca learns from her grandmother’s servant Tilly
 that
 
the young Sibyl ‘was always one to go on about women’s rights—  
and they should all be trained up to perfessions like men, and be the
 equal of them’ (86).
That feminist past plays its significant part in The Ballad in
 
Sibyl’s refusal to be bound
 
by conventional mores. Having married a  
passionless man who also ‘says women don’t understand ideas’ (59),
 she runs off with a lover, leaving behind an infant daughter, lanthe,
 from whom her husband thereafter cuts her off, though they meet after
 Ianthe attains her majority. Critic Sydney Janet Kaplan has
 demonstrated that for depicting Sibyl’s tragedy Lehmann draws
on female myth—Demeter and Persephone—to represent the essential
 nature of the mother-daughter bond.5 Neither mother nor daughter
 survives the enforced separation
 
unscathed, and even  if eventually Sibyl  
succeeds in gaining custody of Ianthe’s children, they either die or, in
 the case of Maisie, despise 
her.
 The daughter grows up embittered  
against her mother, abandons her own children, and eventually goes
 mad. The mother (Demeter aside, an avatar of the great goddess of
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primitive myth) turns her
 
fount of energy into a weapon, obsessed with  
maintaining power over
 
others, especially men, because thwarted in her  
own life. Explaining the first substantive in the book’s title, as Sibyl
 has explained the second, Rebecca finally envisions Sibyl as “savage,
 distraught, unearthly: Enchantress Queen in an antique ballad of
 revenge” (233).
Beautiful Sibyl 
is
 magnetic and stimulating, has imaginative  
vision and intelligence, and genuinely adores children. But—in the
 course of a complicated plot with a great many minor characters—she
 also proves narcissistic and unscrupulous, besides predatory on and
 possessive of men. She cannot exist without a man in tow.
 Nonetheless, Lehmann probably does not mean to mock the women’s
 movement by making its spokesperson as villainous a manipulator as
 Sibyl comes to be, any more than Lehmann means to mock belief in
 the “source,” whose voice Sibyl also is. The point is rather, even as
 Sibyl says, that the life energies of women must not be thwarted.
 Thwarting them enhances their potentially destructive power over the
 psyche. Sibyl is, after all, as much a victim as a victimizer. She 
is also, however, a
 
poor choice of spokesperson for feminism, so that it  is 
no wonder Gillian Tindall objects to anyone’s claiming the novel as a
 feminist work when “It 
is
 impossible to imagine...[Sibyl] leading any 
kind of genuinely independent or emancipated life.”6 Sibyl 
is emancipated, however, in her refusal to accept subservience: the only
 Lehmann female, in fact, who allows no man to rule her. But she
 cannot be independent of men, for 
they
 sustain her sense of self. That  
proviso perpetually undermines Lehmann’s feminism.
Sibyl endeavors to encourage Rebecca
 
to be more assertive and  as  
fearless of public opinion as she herself has been—though with more
 consequence for Rebecca’s captivated imagination than her behavior.
 First entranced and 
then
 finally appalled, young Rebecca remains the  
well-behaved daughter of a loving but property-conscious mother,
 
albeit  
Rebecca’s romantic streak anticipates her someday giving all for love.
 That she does, however, internalize Sibyl’s message about equality
 becomes evident when Tilly dies and leaves her life savings to
 Rebecca’s infant brother, ignoring his sisters:
Were we so much as mentioned in the will? We were not.
 
He, Boy, sprawling at ease without care or conscience in
 his perambulator, had casually tossed in the claim of male
 superiority and bagged the lot. Sylvia had voiced the
 feeling which our own years forbade, or took at least the
 sting from, when she bitterly remarked, the morning the
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news broke: “I bet I was never called Girl when I was a
 
baby.” (200)
Yet sixteen years later in A Sea-Grape Tree, Rebecca objects
 
strenuously to Sibyl’s harping on ‘Emancipation of women—all that
 stuff. You were such
 
a bore’ (86). These are strong words for  a novel  
published in 1976, the heyday of the reborn women’s movement.
 However, this last novel of Lehmann’s is set
 
in 1933, when Rebecca is  
not only adult and disillusioned with what social freedom has brought
 
her;
 she also has representative voice for her times. Now known as  
Anonyma—but potentially, also as Anemone—she speaks for an
 interwar generation which no longer believes in anything much, does
 anything much—in whom, to use Lehmann’s terms, the source has run
 dry. As a
 
secondary character, Ellie, observes, ‘there’s  been a  change.  
August 1914 it started. Nothing will ever be the 
same.
 The heart of  
the world is broken’ (46). Anonyma’s lover Johnny appositely is a
 paraplegic survivor of the Great War who therefore ‘[doesn’t] fancy
 living’ (117)—until he falls in love with her.
The book is set on a small unfashionable island in the West
 
Indies—‘soon after the war our poor little island fell on bad days’
 (14)—where, at an insignificant hotel, have collected a miscellaneous
 group of misfits and worn out souls. (Johnny, whom Sibyl nursed
 during the war and still loves, resides nearby
 
in a beach hut shaded by  a  
sea-grape tree). The island is near “paradisal” in its natural splendour,
 declares the narrator, “No snakes. Idyllic isle.” “Only the natives do
 not correspond,” for “mostly
 
they grow up undernourished, degenerate,  
vacant” (7). The world, in short, has not ceased to offer its natural
 potential for beauty and creative living, despite the failure of nerve
 among its unvital human creatures. However, the island will also serve
 as
 
Prospero’s magic  isle where true love can uncover a brave new world  
after all.
Anonyma arrives in flight from herself, repudiating her
 
“laceratingly unacceptable
 
identity” (49) and even suicidal, because her  
married lover never arrived for their intended cruise but sent a cable
 instead with
 
a terse—and thematically pointed—message: 'Breakdown"  
(32). His defection but climaxes
 
her  sense  of personal failure  in life and  
aimlessness. No wonder she 
is
 bored with Sibyl’s feminism. She has  
known freedom without finding fulfillment and without even a
 
sense of  
a cause to be militant about for something better. There have been no
 marriage, no children, even no particular ambition to succeed in
 anything
 
but a personal life; only random jobs working in a book shop  
and a decorating shop and reading occasionally for a publisher; and
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finally this futile affair. The implications of Anonyma’s malaise are
 
not far to seek and since Anonyma has representative value, are
 significant. Lehmann implies that social freedom ceased to be a
 meaningful cause because there was something else women wanted
 more, needed more. Anonyma is made to
 
be quite explicit about what  
she 
wants:
 she 'cannot live without love: without.. .being in a state of  
love’ (126). Because the novel is constructed to honor her desires
 generously, the further implication 
is
 that Lehmann concurs with  
Anonyma’s values. Certainly she does not hesitate to allow Anonyma
 for lovemaking a level of psychic response Sybil would never have
 condoned: “A strange, primitive, female experience of worship, of
 subservience” (117).
Anonyma and her new lover Johnny have a pertinent conversation,
 
in which she clarifies her 
lifelong
 desires and he generalizes from them:
“Happiness. Personal happiness. That’s what I
 
believed in. That’s what I was after.”
“Well—what’s wrong with that? Who wants
 
unhappiness?....”
“Oh!—but to put it in the forefront is disgraceful and
 
ridiculous. Anyone will tell you it’s just a by-product of
— of getting on; or, if you’re noble, service to humanity. I
 simply wanted a blissfully happy marriage, and lots of
 children.”
He reflected. “It doesn’t sound too impossibly
 
ambitious...It must be what millions of women want, even
 today....” (125)
It appears that Anonyma will have her wish. Not only does
 
Johnny love her and intend to marry her. Although hitherto he has
 been paralyzed from the waist down, they can consummate their love,
 which is deep and true—and fertile: she
 
is sure she is pregnant before  
the book ends. Unlike ‘most of my girl friends’ who have had
 abortions, she will bear her child, for he welcomes it, showing himself
 to belong to a “rare, perhaps a disappearing species: a man with
 uncomplicated sources of sexual pride and confidence... .Lost in wonder
 she told herself that the child 
was
 already wanted, welcomed; that she  
was
 
now esteemed and cherished not only for herself but as  the bearer of  
the child” (134). In the last line of the book, by now become
 ‘Anemone’ (156), she takes a parting look at the island, where
 “Dissolved in light, the hut, the sea-grape
 
tree have  disappeared” (160),  
but not because they are 
an
 illusion. Rather, her moment out of space  
and time is over and her real life 
is
 to resume—but differently,  
12
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revitalized by the love she has found. It is more than any other
 
Lehmann heroine
 
achieves.
A Sea-Grape Tree, however, was written out of a different
 perspective than the earlier novels, out of Lehmann’s readjustment to
 life after her adored daughter Sally died of polio in 1956. Lehmann’s
 partial autobiography The Swan in the Evening recapitulates her
 discovery that we recover our
 
loved ones because after death “life goes 
on...in accordance with cosmic laws which human reason is ill-
 equipped to understand”; death is “not the end but simply a change of
 consciousness” (29, 129) to a heightened state in an etheric body.
 Sibyl Anstey (she has resumed that name) preaches the same sermon.
 Buried on the island two years
 
before A Sea-Grape Tree takes place, she  
aims to protect her interests in Johnny from a younger rival and
 therefore appears to
 
Anonyma  in a vision. It is  likewise  the message of  
Sibyl’s spiritual (even if not temperamental) reincarnation, Miss Stay,
 hotel manager and a psychic. As medium for voices from beyond, she
 transmits a message which constitutes a credo: 'Trust your
 unhappiness
 
as you loved your happiness and greeat good will come to  
you and greater freedom" (29). Thus it was for Lehmann herself, who
 also deems spiritual freedom of a cosmic sort more consequential 
than any other kind by the time of her last novel. It is not ex ctly a
 feminist premise.
Feminism may be a protean term, but it should at least comprise
 
repudiation of male domination over female lives. Such domination
 takes 
its
 most invidious form in the power to define  reality for  women;  
value-formation is the most coercive male power of all. Lehmann
 succumbs to it. Insofar as her novels present women’s stories without
 relying on classic male stereotypes for females and with awareness of
 patriarchal pressures, insofar as they acknowledge the diversity of
 female experience, even the validity of female myth, they are
 feministic. But a conservative
 
counterforce, which strengthens over the  
years, works against the feminism in her fiction: not only a deference
 before men, but a sense of reality which situates female happiness
 where men have always taught women to place it, in loving a man, in
 bearing a child.
Thus Lehmann, who expresses an important current of
 
contemporary female thought, inhabits the “second stage” of feminism
 whose virtues Betty Friedan championed in 1981. While Friedan’s
 Second Stage claims the issue 
is
 greater freedom through less warring  
over sexual politics, it really argues—like Rebecca-Anonyma from
 1976—the claims
 
of marriage and motherhood to  offset disillusionment  
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with what liberation has yielded. History repeats itself, in the
 
conservative impulse thereby manifested. Not only did the gains of
 Edwardian feminism become
 
attenuated by women’s assent to the back-  
to-the-home drive of the interwar years, which crested 
as
 a wave of  
conservatism in the fifties (and would return in the eighties). Even
 within feminism—where Friedan still places herself—by Lehmann’s
 interwar day a shift had occurred. Equal rights feminism
 
as  a movement  
had dwindled to “welfare feminism” with a very conventional bias to
 marriage and family—“Welfare feminism,” 
as
 historian Olive Banks  
observes, even “accepted the traditional male and female roles in the
 family to almost the 
same
 extent as the nineteenth- and  early twentieth ­
century anti-feminists.” Among writers in turn, critic E. D. Pendry in
 1956 observed, 
the
 women authors of recent past decades had repudiated  
the “masculinism” that feminism brought, to become more
 “feminine”—“the new feminism,” she called it, describing how
In re-assessing femininity, women are apt today to
 
hark back to traditional and even primitive ideas, and to
 wonder if woman is not essentially a wife 
and
 mother. The  
wheel has come full circle; the present generation is more
 tempted than the last to see some fundamental truth
 in... distinctions between the sexes.7
In fact, within feminism there has persistently been tension
 
between feminist aspirations towards equality with men and towards
 recognition purely as women. The two positions have alternated in
 ascendancy, with fiction, where it has had a feminist strain, but
 reflecting the oscillations. In Lehmann’s case, however, finally the
 feminist strain becomes so negligible that patriarchal values simply
 prevail—
always
 the danger of stressing “distinctions between the sexes”  
and currently a worry for unwilling separatists. As historian Linda
 Gordon remarked in 1986 of the contradictions within feminism, “there
 are traditions of female thought, women’s culture, and female
 consciousness that are not feminist” and
 
therefore “a scholarship focused  
on liberation must...criticize, and even reject, part of what is
 constituted female.”8
It 
is
 tempting to reread the literature of past eras searching for  
evidence of the same urge to freedom and equal power with men as
 initially dominated the contemporary women’s movement because its
 presence would seem to validate the movement
 
as the expression of an  
eternal female
 
longing for  emancipation. But the reality, as  Lehmann’s  
fiction suggests, lies elsewhere. The quest may instead reveal many
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women’s proclivity to compromise their freedom, despite any special
 
insight into women’s lot. Lehmann 
is
 a skillful novelist whose books  
merit their reissue; she
 
is also  a useful index to certain persistent female  
values 
still
 significant in twentieth-century thought.
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1Ed. Stanley J. Kunitz and Howard Haycraft (New York,
 
1942), p. 809.
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have used Virago editions for this essay except for books  
not published by Virago or unavailable to me; thus I draw on
 American editions of Dusty Answer (New York, 1927) and The
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 Weather in the Streets (London, 1981), A Note in Music and The
 Swan in the Evening: Fragments of an Inner Life (1982), the last
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 Wiktoria Dorosz’s 1975 Subjective Vision and Human
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